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Superexchange and electron correlations in alkali
fullerides AC60, A =K, Rb, Cs
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2610 Antwerpen, Belgium
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Superexchange interactions in alkali fulleridesAC60 are derived for C60 molecular ions separated by
interstitial alkali-metal ions. We use a multiconfiguration approach which comprises the lowest
molecular orbital states of the C60 molecule and the exciteds andd states of the alkali-metal atom
A. Interactions are described by the valence bondsHeitler–Londond method for a complex
sC60–A–C60d– with two valence electrons. The electronic charge transfer between the alkali-metal
atom and a neighboring C60 molecule is not complete. The occupation probability of excitedd and
s states of the alkali atom is not negligible. In correspondence with the relative positions of the C60

molecules andA atoms in the polymer crystal, we consider 180° and 90°sangled superexchange
pathways. For the former case the ground state is found to be a spin singlet separated from a triplet
at ,20 K. ForT,20 K there appear strong spin correlations for the 180° superexchange pathway.
The results are related to spin lattice relaxation experiments on CsC60 in the polymerized and in the
quenched cubic phase. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1844491g

I. INTRODUCTION

Superexchange,1,2 i.e., the exchange coupling between
relatively distant magnetic ions by the intermediary of nor-
mally diamagnetic ions, together with strong electron
correlations,3 plays a foremost role in determining the elec-
tron properties of a large class ofa priori different materials.
We mention the magnetic transition metal oxides,2 the or-
ganic charge transfer salts,4 the high Tc copper oxide
superconductors,5 and the molecule based magnets.6 Strong
electron correlations7 are also found in a new class of organic
conductors, the alkali-metal fulleridesAxC60, whereA is an
alkali-metal atom and where C60 is the fullerene
molecule.8–10 Thex=3 materials exhibit superconductivity,11

while the x=1 compounds12 form polymer phases.13,14 At
high temperaturesTù350 Kd the x=1 compounds exhibit a
plastic crystalline phase with cubic rocksalt structuresspace

group Fm3̄md. NMR sRef. 15d and electron spin resonance
sESRd sRef. 16d experiments show that the electron spin sus-
ceptibility is of Curie type in the highT phase ofAC60. Upon
slow cooling, stable polymer phases13,14 of reduced symme-
try are formed. The C60 molecules are linked throughf2
+2g cycloaddition and form chains along the former cubic
f110g direction. The orientation of the polymer chains is
characterized by the anglef of the plane of cycloaddition
with the former cubicf001g direction. The structure of KC60

is orthorhombic, space groupPmnn,14 with alternating ori-
entations ±f of the polymer chains in successive planes per-
pendicular tof001g and a same orientation of chains within a
plane. The structure of both RbC60 and CsC60 is
monoclinic,17,18 space groupI2/m. Here the polymer chains
all have the same orientationf. The lattice structure remains

very close to orthorhombic. Parallel with the difference in
structure, the electronic properties are different.16 Polymer-
ized KC60 is a 3D sthree dimensionald metal which shows a
metal-insulator phase transition combined with a structural
phase transition nearT=50 K.19 On the other hand, RbC60

and CsC60 are considered as quasi–1D metals with antiferro-
magnetic fluctuations and 3D ordering of spin density waves
below 50 K.15,20

The difference in structure and in electronic properties
between KC60, on one hand, and RbC60, CsC60 on the other,
suggests that the alkali-metal atoms have a specific role. This
led us to the proposal of an alkali-mediated quadrupolar in-
teraction between C60 molecular ions of different chains,
where the driving mechanism is the partial occupation of
excited electronicd states of the alkali-metal atoms.21 This
indirect interaction always favors the ferrorotational structure
I2/m, while the direct interaction between chains favors the
antiferrorotational structurePmnn. The indirect alkali-
mediated interactions are stronger in RbC60 and CsC60 than
in KC60.

In the present paper we study the alkali-mediated inter-
action between two C60 ions within a configuration interac-
tion approach inspired by the concept of “interaction by in-
direct exchange” or superexchange.2 Such an approach
includes electron correlation effects which are beyond22,23

the reach of conventional electronic band structure calcula-
tions. One remedy would be to include in the model the
on-site Hubbard repulsion.7 However, this procedure does
not exhaust all correlation effects such as electron
density fluctuations due to higher multipole Coulomb
interactions.24,25These correlations are included in a method
we have developed for the calculation of the valence electron
and hole term scheme of the molecular ion C60

m±, m=2−5.24

The method is inspired by the theory of many
adAlso at Institute of Physical Chemistry of RAS, Leninskii prospect 31,
117915, Moscow, Russia.
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electron atomic states.26 The present treatment of the
sC60–A–C60d– complex with two valence electrons requires
as an extension the combination of the configuration interac-
tion method with a Heitler–London approach of chemical
bonding.27

The content of the paper is the following. Starting from
the t1u lowest unoccupied molecular orbitalssLUMOd of the
C60 molecule and the electronics andd states of the alkali-
metal atom, we formulate the two valence electron basis
states for the electronic configurations of thesC60–A–C60d–

complex sSec. IId. In the following sSec. IIId we use the
Rayleigh–Ritz variational method to derive the secular reso-
nance energy equation. Electron-electron Coulomb interac-
tions are treated by multipole expansions. In Sec. IV we
study the charge transfer between the central alkali-metal ion
and the two surrounding fullerenes. We derive an expression
for the alkali-metal Knight shift inAC60. Next sSecs. V and
VI d we calculate the superexchange energy spectrum of the
complex for various bond orientations in the polymer phases

PmnnandI2/m and in the quenched cubic phasePa3̄. Elec-
tron spin correlations are investigated and compared with
NMR experiments. Conclusions are formulated in Sec. VII.

II. CONFIGURATION INTERACTION

We construct the space of quantum states of the two
valence electrons of thesC60–A–C60d– molecular complex.
Extending the Heitler–London treatment of the H2 molecule,
we retainl =5 LUMO states of the C60 molecules as well as
exciteds andd states of the alkali-metal atom.

The C60 molecules240 valence electronsd is treated as a
pseudoatom of icosahedral symmetryIh.

24,28

A. Single-particle states

The C60 molecule has the highest molecular point group
Ih, where the parentage ofp-molecular orbitals in spherical
harmonics can be clearly traced.8,29 Therefore, the type of
irreducible representationsa, t1, t2, g, andhd and the orbital
index l uniquely determine the angular dependence of the
molecular orbitals. The angular functions are linear combi-
nations of spherical harmonics adapted to the symmetry of
the icosahedral groupIh.

30

The t1u LUMO corresponds tol =5 and has the following
three angular components in Cohan’s orientation, where thez
axis is taken as one of the 12 fivefold axes of the C60 mol-
ecule and they axis as one of the twofold axes perpendicular
to z:30,31

c1st1ud =
6

Î50
Y5

0 +Î 7

25
Y5

5,c, s2.1ad

c2st1ud =Î 3

10
Y5

1,c −Î 7

10
Y5

4,c, s2.1bd

c3st1ud =Î 3

10
Y5

1,s +Î 7

10
Y5

4,s. s2.1cd

Here the normalized real spherical harmonics are defined
with the phase convention of Ref. 32fsee also Appendix A,

Eqs. sA2ad, sA2bd, sA3ad, and sA3bdg. In the following we
start with the C60 molecule in the standard orientation of Ref.
33. If the C60 molecule is rotated by three Euler anglesv
=sa ,b ,gd then thet1u molecular orbitals are rotated too. The
rotated orbitals are given byck8=Rsvdck sk=1−3d, where
Rsvd stands for the operator of the rotation. Knowing the
transformation law for allYl=5

t in Eqs. s2.1ad, s2.1bd, and
s2.1cd, one can find the expressions forck8.

The radial partRtsrd is common for allt1u orbitals. Here
we use the radial part, which was deduced from a calculation
of one carbon atom. It corresponds to model III of Ref. 24
and is discussed in Sec. V there.

The isolated alkali atom has only ones electron which is
transferred to the fullerene molecule.sThis is 4s for K, 5s for
Rb, and 6s for Cs.d However, two things are important here.
First, in a solid there is always a residual charge left at any
alkali site and second, the crystal environment imposes a
nonspherical perturbation so that mixing with some excited
states withl Þ0 should be taken into account.21 Therefore,
we consider a possibility for the transferred electron to oc-
cupy partly not only thes state but also one of thed states,
which belong to the first excited shell above thes ground
state level. The occupancy of excitedd states is favored by
the large interstitial space between polymer chains in the
AC60 structure. The orbital part of thes state isY0

0, the orbital
parts of thed shell are the five real spherical harmonicsYl=2

t ,
wheret=0, Eqs.sA2ad, sA2bd, sA3ad, andsA3bd. The radial
parts areRssrd andRdsrd, respectively. They were obtained
from atomic calculationsslocal density approximationd of
K+, Rb+, and Cs+. In total, there are six orbital functions for
each alkali atom, which we label by the indexka=1−6.

Notice that here we do not assumea priori any particular
occupation ofs and d states. The populations will appear
quite naturally as a result of our calculation.

B. Many electron basis states

The superexchange interaction operates through the ex-
cited states of the intermediate alkali atom, it implies a mix-
ing of several electronic configurations.

The three electronic configurations which are relevant
for our calculation are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

The first configurationsAd comprises two C60
− mono-

mers. Two electron basis ket vectors are given by

uIAl = ui I
t,i II

t l. s2.2d

The indicesi t=sk,szd stand for thet1u orbitalssk=1,2,3d and
the spin projection. The wave functions are

krW1,rW2uIAl =
1
Î2

skrW1ui I
tlkrW2ui II

t l − krW1ui II
t lkrW2ui I

tld, s2.3d

wherekrW u i tl=Rtsrdkn̂u i tl. HereRt is the radial component of
the t1u molecular orbital,n̂ stands for the polar anglesV
=sU ,fd. There are six orientationalt1u vectorssor spin or-
bitalsd kn̂u i tl si.e., i t=1–6d,

kn̂ui tl = cksn̂dussszd. s2.4d

Hereck are the threet1u MOs as given by Eqs.s2.1ad, s2.1bd,
ands2.1cd for Cohan’s orientation of C60, us is the spin func-
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tion ss= ± d for the spin projectionssz= ±1/2 on thez axis.
Each basis vectors2.2d corresponds to a 232 Slater de-

terminant, Eq.s2.3d, and the order of indices in Eq.s2.2d is
important. As follows from the dynamical equivalence of the
electrons the stateui II

t , i I
tl can be reduced toui I

t , i II
t l by permut-

ing the two electrons, i.e.,

ui II
t ,i I

tl = − ui I
t,i II

t l. s2.5d

To describe the same quantum state we will use the basis
vectors s2.2d and apply the permutation laws2.5d when
needed. Alternatively, one can use the corresponding Slater
determinants for the two electron wave functions, Eq.s2.3d.
In total, we find 636=36 independent vectors, or determi-
nants for the first configuration.

In order to describe the second configurationB, Fig. 1,
we introduce the following basis ket vectors:

uIBl = ui I
t,ial, s2.6d

wherei I
t labels the six spin orbitals of the C60

− monomer and
ia=ska,szd stands for 12 states of one electron on the alkali
site. The orbital indexka comprises either ones level or five
orbital d states. The basis wave function is given by

krW1,rW2uIBl =
1
Î2

skrW1ui I
tlkrW2uial − krW1uialkrW2ui I

tld. s2.7d

The total number of basis states is 6312=72.
Analogously, in the third electronic configuration, Fig.

1sCd, the basis ket vectors are

uICl = ui II
t ,ial, s2.8d

and the number of basis states is again 72.
We will operate in the quantum space of these three

electronic configurations, with the total number of basis
states 36+2372=180. Notice that our quantum space is
much larger than that in the traditional linear combination of
atomic orbitals approach. The difference is accounted for by
two electron correlations which are omitted in the conven-
tional molecular orbital approximation. Our configuration
space excludes states where the two electrons belong to a
same C60 ion such asui I

t , j I
tl, ui II

t , j II
t l, or to the alkali-metal ion

such asuia, jal. In this respect we consider a strongly corre-
lated electron system in analogy with the Heitler–London
theory.

Originally the idea of superexchange was applied to
MnO.2 There, is was assumed that the oxygen is in −2 state
sO−−d so that its electronic shells are completely filled. Here
we start with the alkali atom in the ionized state +1sA+d, so
that its electronic shells are also completely filled, although
the charge of the mediatorsi.e., an alkali atomd is positive in
contrast with the negative charge of oxygen in MnO.

III. SECULAR PROBLEM

Starting from a Hamiltonian forsC60–A–C60d– we for-
mulate the secular problem in the configuration space
sA,B,Cd of Fig. 1. We take into account bond orientations
depending on the relative positions of the alkali atom and the
C60 molecules in the crystal.

The Hamiltonian for two valence electrons 1 and 2sin
atomic unitsd is

H = −
1

2
¹1

2 −
1

2
¹2

2 +
1

r12
+ Vattr

C60sr1,r2d + Vattr
a sr1,r2d + Vcc.

s3.1d

Here the first two terms describe the kinetic energy, while the
third term represents the Coulomb repulsion between the
electrons.Vattr

C60sr1,r2d andVattr
a sr1,r2d stand for the attraction

of the electrons to the fullerene molecules I and II and to the
alkali atom, respectively:

Vattr
C60sr1,r2d = UC60sIdsr1d + UC60sIdsr2d + UC60sII dsr1d

+ UC60sII dsr2d, s3.2ad

Vattr
a sr1,r2d = Uasr1d + Uasr2d. s3.2bd

Notice thatUC60 andUa are single-electron potentials. Here
UC60 refers to an effective attractive potential of the C60 mol-
ecule which includes the attractive potential of the carbon
nuclei and the repulsive potential of the core states. As core
states we consider all electronic shells except the valencet1u

level, because they are completely occupied and lie lower in
energy. Here we considerUC60 being spherically symmetric.
In our electronic system there are two molecules and there-
fore we consider two attractive potentialsUC60sId andUC60sII d,
respectively. Analogously, we introduce an effective attrac-
tive potential of the alkali atomUa. We discuss the potentials
UC60 and Ua in Appendix B. Finally,Vcc in Eq. s3.1d de-
scribes the repulsion between two C60 molecules and the

FIG. 1. Electronic configurationssA,B,Cd for the superexchange:sAd
C60

− –A+–C60
− ; sBd C60

− –A–C60; sCd C60–A–C60
− . B and C are excited con-

figurations wheres andd states of the alkali atom are allowed. The transi-
tionsA↔B andA↔C involve the corresponding electron transfer from C60

to the alkali atom and back. The arrows↑ or ↓ stand for the presence of an
electron with spin, they do not imply a specific spin orientation.

064310-3 Superexchange in alkali fullerides J. Chem. Phys. 122, 064310 ~2005!
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alkali atom. The calculation scheme forVcc is also discussed
in Appendix B.

Starting from the basis state vectorssuIAl, uIBl, uICld and
the Hamiltonians3.1d, we use the Rayleigh–Ritz variational
procedure to obtain the secular equation for the energyE:

uĤ − E · Ŝu = 0, s3.3d

whereĤ andŜ are 180 by 180 matrices of Hamiltonian and
overlap, correspondingly. As follows from the basis states the

matricesĤ and Ŝ have a block form

Ĥ =1ĤAA ĤAB ĤAC

ĤBA ĤBB ĤBC

ĤCA ĤCB ĤCC

2 , s3.4d

with the submatricesĤAA=kIAuHuJAl, ĤAB=kIAuHuJBl, etc.
The submatricesAA, AB, etc., have dimensionality 36336,

36372, and so on. Notice also thatĤBA=ĤAB
† , etc. The over-

lap matrix Ŝ has a similar structure with submatricesŜAA

=kIAuJAl, ŜAB=kIAuJBl, etc. Since we work in the basis with
real spherical harmonics32 our overlap matrixS is real and
SBA=SAB

T , etc., whereT stands for transpose.

A. Matrices of A-A block

We limit ourselves to the nearest neighbor approxima-
tion. This implies that there is no overlap between two elec-

tronic functions on two fullerenes,A, Fig. 1, i.e.,SAA=1̂ and

HAA=E0· 1̂, where 1̂ is the 36336 unit matrix andE0

=2Et1u. HereEt1u is the one-electron energy of the valence
electron on one C60

− monomer. In the absence of superex-
change the electronic states of two fullerene molecules are
completely uncorrelated.

B. The technique of multipolar interaction:
Application to the B-B block

The matrices of HamiltonianHBB and overlapSBB be-
long to theB-B block, Eq.s3.4bd. Since two electrons with
overlap on different sites are involved, we distinguish direct
and exchange terms:

ŜBB = ŜBB
dir + ŜBB

exch, s3.5d

where

ŜBB
dir = dsi I

t, j I
tddsia, jad, s3.6ad

ŜBB
exch= − ssi I

t, jadssia, j I
td. s3.6bd

Here d are Kronecker symbols andssia, j I
td=kiau j I

tl are the
overlap matrix elements between alkali metal atom and
fullerene molecule wave functions centered at different ori-
gins fsee Eq.sB7dg. The same consideration applies to the
configurationC, Fig. 1, and theC-C block.

We next consider the two particle interactions and will
use a multipole expansion24 of the Coulomb repulsion be-
tween two electronsschargee=−1d. The Coulomb potential
between two electrons reads

VsrW,rW8d =
1

urW − rW8u
. s3.7d

The multipole expansion in terms of real spherical harmonics
sYl

0, Yl
m,c, andYl

m,sd is given by

VsrW,rW8d = o
l,t

vlsr,r8dYl
tsn̂dYl

tsn̂8d, s3.8d

wheret stands form=0, sm,cd or sm,sd of the real spherical
harmonics and

vlsr,r8d = S r,
l

r.
sl+1dD 4p

2l + 1
, s3.9d

with r.=maxsr ,r8d, r,=minsr ,r8d.
Now we calculate the matrix element of the Coulomb

repulsion for the electron transitionui I
t , ial→ u j I

t , jal. The di-
rect Coulomb repulsion is obtained if we consider thei I

t

→ j I
t transitions for the first electron and theia→ ja transi-

tions for the second. We call this transition “direct” transition
after the Heitler–London model27,34 which distinguishes di-
rect and exchange integrals. In order to calculate the repul-
sion and make an advantage of the simple expressions3.9d
we write the coordinate wave functions of C60 and the alkali
at a same site, which can be either the first fullerene, Fig. 1,
or the alkali atom. Details are given in Appendix A. Suppose
we choose the fullerene site. Then we consider a set of alkali
statesia,p projected from the initial alkali stateia onto the
first fullerene site. Each of the projected alkali states has its
radial dependenceRia,psrd which for simplicity we label by
indicesia andpsqd. Starting from Eq.s3.8d we obtain

kIBuVsrW,rW8duJBldir = o
l,t

o
p,q

vp,q
l 3 cl,tsi I

t j I
tdcl,tsia,pja,qd,

s3.10d

where the transition matrix elementscl,t are defined by

cl,tsi j d =E dVki un̂lYl
tsn̂dkn̂u jl. s3.11d

Here kn̂u jl stands for the orbital part of the corresponding
wave function. In case of C60 it is given by Eqs.s2.1ad,
s2.1bd, ands2.1cd. For vp1,p2

l in Eq. s3.10d we obtain

vp,q
l =E dr r2E dr8 r82vlsr,r8d

3 Rt
2srdRia,psr8dR ja,qsr8d, s3.12d

whereRtsrd describes the radial dependence of thet1u mo-
lecular orbitals. Extinction rules impose some restrictions on
the values ofl in Eq. s3.10d. Indeed, sincel t1u=5, Eqs.
s2.1ad, s2.1bd, ands2.1cd, from the theory of addition of an-
gular momenta we know thatlmin= l t1u− l t1u=0 and lmax

= l t1u+ l t1u=10. Furthermore, the odd values ofl are excluded
due to the parity of the integrand in Eq.s3.11d. In the basis
with the realt1u orbitals, and with the real spherical harmon-
ics Yl

t the coefficientscl,t are real.
The other possibility are the transitionsi I

t → ja for the
first electron and the transitionsia→ j I

t for the second. This
type of electron transition is called exchange27,34because the
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C60 molecule and the alkali atom interchange their valence
electrons. We use Eq.s2.5d to return to the standard order of
the spin orbitals, and the parity is −1. As before, we project
the alkali statesia and ja onto the states at the fullerene site.
We find

kIBuVsrW,rW8duJBlexch= − o
l,t

o
p,q

vp,q8l 3 cl,tsi I
t ja,qdcl,tsia,pj I

td,

s3.13d

where the coefficientscl,t again are given by Eq.s3.11d, and
vp,q8l is found as

vp,q8l =E dr r2E dr8r82vlsr,r8dRtsrdR ja,qsrdRia,psr8dRtsr8d.

s3.14d

The multipole indexl here can be even or odd, the selection
rules reduce the number of terms. The matrix element of the
Coulomb repulsion of two electrons is found as

kIBuVsrW,rW8duJBl = kIBuVsrW,rW8duJBldir + kIBuVsrW,rW8duJBlexch.

s3.15d

Analogously, we treat the single-particle interactions
which include the kinetic energy and the effective attractive
potentials snucleus plus the core electronsd. In general a
single-electron operatorA can be written as

A = hs1d + hs2d, s3.16d

whereh is the operator which acts only on the electron 1 or
2. For the direct transition we obtain

kIBuAuJBldir = dsi I
t, j I

tdkiauhu jal + ki I
tuhu j I

tldsia, jad, s3.17d

whered is the Kronecker symbol andkiauhu jal and ki I
tuhu j I

tl
refer to the one-electron matrix elements which we describe
in Appendix B. The exchange transition reads

kIBuAuJBlexch= − ssi I
t, jadkiauhu j I

tl − ki I
tuhu jalssia, j I

td, s3.18d

wheressi , jd=ki u jl is the single-electron overlap matrix. In
order to calculate the one-electron matrix elements of the
type kiauhu j I

tl where the wave functions belong to different
sites, we also use the multipole expansion of the one particle
quantityh and the technique of projection of states onto an-
other site, see Appendix B. Finally, the matrix element
kIBuAuJBl is given by the sum of the contributions from Eqs.
s3.17d and s3.18d.

Using the expressionss3.17d and s3.18d, we have calcu-
lated the overlap matrixkIBuJBl=SBB. Equationss3.17d and
s3.18d can be applied to the spin-orbit coupling or to the
interaction with external fields.

C. Couplings between A and B, and between A
and C configurations

Here we find the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian
HAB=kIAuHuJBl and overlapSAB=kIAuJBl.

Since we limit ourselves by the nearest neighbor ap-
proximation we do not take into account the repulsion which
refers to one electron located at the first fullerene molecule

and to the other electron which is delocalized between the
alkali atom and the second C60 molecule, Fig. 1.

The single-particle part of the problem is dealt with as
before. The coupling between theA states,ui I

t , i II
t l, and B

states,u j I
t , jal, is possible only for the transitioni II

t → ja of the
second electron while the first remains at the same site. We
get

kIAuAuJBl = dsi I
t, j I

tdki II
t uhu jal. s3.19d

D. Coupling between B and C configurations

The coupling between theB states,ui I
t , ial, and theC

states,u j II
t , jal, occurs as a result of a two electron transfer:

i I
t → ja and ia→ j II

t . The parity of the transition is −1, and as
for the A-B and B-C cases we omit the two electron Cou-
lomb repulsion because of the nearest neighbor approxima-
tion. For the one particle quantitiesA soverlap, kinetic en-
ergy, attractive pseudopotentiald we find

kIBuAuJCl = − ssi I
t, jadkiauhu j II

t l − ki I
tuhu jalssia, j II

t d. s3.20d

E. Bond orientation

The matrix elements are easily calculated if the center of
mass of the C60 molecule and of the neighboring alkali-metal
atom are located on a line parallel to thez axis. We call this
situation az bond. However, in general we have to consider
a bond orientation described by the polar anglesV=sQ ,fd.
The correspondingl =5 h orbitals and thel =2 d orbitals
have to be transformed by a rotationRsvd according to the
rules given for real spherical harmonicsYl

m,c andYl
m,s in Ap-

pendix B of Ref. 24:

RsvdYl
t = o

t8

Yl
t8Ut8t

l svd, s3.21d

where t=sm,cd, sm,sd and wherev stands for the Euler
anglesa=0, b=Q, g=f. Here the rotator functionsUt8t

l svd
are linear combinations of Wigner’sD functions.32

We consider bond orientations and resulting superex-
change pathways that correspond to the plastic phasesfcc
latticed or to the polymer phases ofAC60 sorthorhombic
lattice14,17,18for both Pmnnand I2/md sFig. 2d.

In particular, we will consider the superexchange path-
way 1−a1−2 wherea1−2 is a z bond and where 1−a1 is
perpendicular to thez bond. We call this pathway a 90° su-
perexchange. The pathway 1−a2−3 is called a 180° super-
exchange. With the help of Eq.s3.21d we transform the ma-
trices computed for thez bond and obtain them for the bond
with the polar anglesV. The procedure for tensors with two
indices is well known in the tight-binding method of Slater
and Koster.35 The transformation of one-electron matrix ele-
ment of overlap reads

kRl1,t1uRl2,t2l = o
t8,t9

Ut8t1

l1 svdUt9t2

l2 svdkl1,t8ul2,t9l.

s3.22d

The same law applies to all quantities which depend on two
orbital indices. We also have some quantities which are
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given by four orbital indices. Those are transformed accord-
ing to

kRIuVuRJl = o
a,b,c,d

Ua,t1

l1 Ub,t2

l2 Uc,t3

l3 Ud,t4

l4 kI uVuJl. s3.23d

Each bond geometry requires the complete solution of the
secular problem.

IV. CHARGE TRANSFER

We present quantitative results obtained from the nu-
merical solution of the secular problem, Eqs.s3.3d ands3.4d.

In the limit of large distancesfdsC60
sId−Ad=dsC60

sII d−Ad
→`g all overlap and transfer integrals become zero, and the
ground state is characterized by uncorrelated electronic states
of two electrons occupyingt1u molecular orbitals of two C60

molecules. The electron energy spectrum then consists of just
three levels:s1d 2Et1u−A configuration,s2d Et1u+Es, and fi-
nally, s3d Et1u+Ed. The levels 2 and 3 correspond to theB
andC configuration if the electron of the alkali atom is in a
s or d state, respectivelysEd.Esd. Here Et1u is the one-
electron energy of thet1u molecular orbitals of C60, while Es

and Ed are the energies of thes and d states of the alkali
atom. The position of the levels 1 and 2 is reversed ifEs

,Et1u. sIn our calculations for Cs we find thatEs=−5.3 eV,
while Ed=−4.7 eV.d

Here we treatEt1u as a parameter, because in our ap-
proach the core states are not known accurately enough. We
estimateEt1u from photoelectron emission experiments by
consideringEt1u=IP−D, where IP is the ionization potential
of the C60 molecule in the solid and whereD is the highest
occupied molecular orbital-LUMO energy separation. Taking
IP<−7.5 eV,36 and D<−2.5 eV sRef. 37d we get Et1u

<−5 eV. This energy is in the region where one expects the
hybridization with thes andd states of Cs. Our calculations
support this viewpoint, see Fig. 3. In our calculations the
distance between C60 and Cs was taken from the cubic phase,
i.e., dsC60−Csd=7.065 Å.

In order to analyze the results we have calculated three
occupation probabilities or statistical weights:PfC60−C60g
for finding two electrons on each molecule,PfC60−Csssdg

for one electron on C60 and the other in thes state of Cs, and
PfC60−Cssddg for one electron on C60 and the other in thed
states of Cs. These occupation probabilities are calculated by
using the components corresponding to the configurations
A,B,C, respectively, of the 180-dimensional eigenvector of
the ground state. For the case of 90° superexchange geom-
etry, upper panel of Fig. 3, we find that forEt1u=−5 eV there
is still a significant weight ofs and d states of Cs:PfC60

−Csssdg=0.089 andPfC60−Cssddg=0.244. The probability
PsC60d to find an electron on thet1u level is calculated as

PsC60d = PfC60 − C60g + 1
2†PfC60 − Csssdg

+ PfC60 − Cssddg‡ = 0.834. s4.1d

This result has to be confronted with the commonly ac-
cepted opinion that the charge transfer from the alkali-metal
atom to the LUMO states of the C60 molecule is almost
complete.7–10 However, there are many reservations in re-
spect to this conclusion coming from first principles calcula-
tions. For example, Andreoniet al.38 have found that if the
crystal space is divided into Voronoy polyhedrasi.e.,
Wigner–Seitz-like cellsd, then the integrals on the cells give
the charge 0.2–0.3e for potassium sites in K3C60 sTable III
of Ref. 38d. The same conclusion has followed from the cal-
culation ofAC60 sA=K, Rb, Csd of Jorissen and Lamoen,39

FIG. 2. Relation between the cubic and the orthorhombic unit cell inAC60.
Open circles stand for C60 molecules and full black circles forA atoms.

Polymerization occurs along thef11̄0g direction of the cubic system con-
necting 1−18 fullerene sites. The orthorhombic starting position of the C60

molecule requires a rotation by the angle 5p /4 about thez axis.

FIG. 3. Probabilities of configurations:s1d Two electrons occupy two
fullerene moleculesfC60–C60g; s2d one of the electrons occupies one of the
C60 molecules while the second one is in thes state of CsfC60–Csssdg; s3d
one of the electrons occupies one of the C60 molecules while the second is in
one of thed state of CsfC60–Cssddg. Upper panel: 90° superexchange 1
−a1−2; Lower panel: 180° superexchange 1−a2−3. The C60 molecules are
in standard orientation.
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who used Bader’s partition40 of crystal space. Their calcula-
tion indicates that a large portion of charges0.1–0.15ed is
located close to the alkali atom and is aspherical in agree-
ment with our idea of partial occupancy ofd orbitals. This
conclusion is not unexpected in connection with incomplete
charge transfers0.7 ed found in alkali graphite intercalation
compounds.41 On the other hand, the common opinion on the
charge transfer is drawn from NMR Knight shift
experiments15 where the shift at the alkali-metal atom line is
very small. The experiments of Tyckoet al.15 demonstrate an
increase of the Knight shift with decreasing temperature in
the highT cubic phase ofAC60. For a theoretical explanation,
Tycko et al. consider the excess electrons as primary local-
ized on C60

− ions where they act as quasifree paramagnetic
centers. Replacing then the Pauli spin susceptibility by a Cu-
rie law type susceptibility for free electrons, Tyckoet al.give
a well founded explanation of the temperature dependence of
the measured Knight shift. Their view of paramagnetic elec-
trons on the C60

− ions has been corroborated later by ESR
measurements of the electron spin susceptibility.16 We now
show that within the frame of the present theory a small
value of the measured Knight shift can be understood. Within
the standard theory, the Knight shift due to Fermi contact
coupling is given by42

K =
Dn0

n0
=

8p

3
kucs

as0du2lxe. s4.2d

Here kucs
as0du2l is an average over the squareds wave func-

tion, taken at the position of the alkali nucleus,xe is the Pauli
susceptibility. In a first step we follow Tyckoet al.15 and
replacexe by the paramagnetic electronic susceptibilityxpara.

xpara =
1

4

ge
2"2Ne

kBT
, s4.3d

wherege is the magnetogyric ratio of the electron andNe the
number of paramagnetic electrons per unit volume. In a sec-
ond step we notice that the paramagnetic spin density at the
alkali-metal nucleus is due to thet1u electron localized on the
C60 molecule. Hence we have to calculate the overlap of the
s wave function, centered at the alkali nucleus with thet1u

wave function centered on the molecule:

kia
ssd, j I

tl = ssia
ssd, j I

td. s4.4d

The overlap matrix elements has been introduced in Eq.
s3.6bd. Numerical evaluation by means of Eq.sB7d gives
ssia

ssd , j I
td=0.0326 and 0.0348 for CsC60 and KC60, respec-

tively. Account of this overlap leads to a reduction of
kucs

as0du2l by a factors2sia
ssd , j I

td. Furthermore, we take into
account the probabilitypsC60d<0.834 to find one electron
on C60 and notice that there are six C60 molecules around the
alkali-metal atom. We then obtain the expression

K = 16pPsC60ds2sia
ssd, j I

tdkucs
as0du2lxpara s4.5d

for the Knight shift. We see that the factors2sia
ssd , j I

td,10−3

leads to a major reduction of the Knight shift. We conclude
that the small experimental value of the Knight shift does not
imply an almost complete charge transfer fors electrons.

The present theoryfsee Eq.s4.1dg gives a non negligible
occupancy fors electrons and even a higher occupancy ford
electrons at the alkali nucleus site. In order to understand this
fact we calculated the overlap integrals between C60 and the
alkali atom in positions 1−a2, Fig. 2. The overlap was com-
puted betweens and d states and the 11h states with the
orbital indexl =5 sreal spherical harmonicsY5

t with the radial
dependence for the C60 LUMOd. The results for CsC60 are
shown in Fig. 4.

There is an important selection rule here: only the inte-
grals between orbitals with the same azimuthal dependence
sfd are not zero. By inspecting the orbital parts oft1u func-
tions, Eqs.s2.1ad, s2.1bd, ands2.1cd, we conclude that thes
state of Cs can only couple with the first functionc1st1ud
containing Y5

0, while the d states hybridize with all three
orbitals ckst1ud, k=1−3. Therefore, mixing withd states
gives more variational degrees of freedom and explains the
fact thatPfC60−Cssddg. PfC60−Csssdg. The overlap withd
states is larger for Cs than for K. This fact corroborates our
hypothesis21 about the decisive role ofd states mediated in-
teractions between C60 chains in competition with the direct
interactions.

All these findings refer to the regime whereEt1u

,−4.4 eV. At higher energies the behavior of superexchange
changes drastically, especially for the 180° superexchange,
Fig. 3, lower panel. IncreasingEt1u we observe that at
,−4.4 eV PfC60−C60g abruptly changes to zero. This im-

FIG. 4. Overlap integrals betweens or d states of the alkali atomsK or Csd
and theh manifold s11 functionsYl=5

t with l =5d representing the orbital part
of t1u molecular orbitals. Only integrals with the same azimuthal dependence
t fsm,cd or sm,sdg are not zero. Distance is in angströmssÅd.
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plies that the electronic system resonates between configura-
tionsB andC, Fig. 1. In this regime the weight ofs states is
larger than the weight ofd states. The 90° superexchange,
Fig. 3 supper paneld, also undergoes a transition to this re-
gime but in a continuous way. This region of our calculations
is unrealistic because it corresponds to the situation when the
alkali atom acts as an electron acceptor by retaining its elec-
tron in the crystal. In the following we discard the resonating
regime and putEt1u=−5 eV.

V. POLYMER PHASES

A. Superexchange interactions

The polymerization and transition to the orthorhombic
lattice occur below about 350 K. In fact, the low temperature
phase of RbC60 and CsC60 is monoclinicsI2/md but the de-
viation from the orthorhombic symmetry is very small.17,18

The polymerization takes place along one of the former cu-
bic f110g directions. In Fig. 2 the polymer chains connect the
fullerene molecule 1 and 18, 3 and 38, 4 and 48, etc. sthe

f11̄0g cubic directiond.
As a superexchange complex we can choose the

fullerene molecules 1 and 2 with the alkali atom at sitea1 or
a2. We label these complexes as 1−a1−2 and 1−a2−2, re-
spectively. Among other possibilities we consider complexes
1−a2−3, 1−a1−48, and 1−a1−4. In general they have dif-
ferent energies of the ground state. We have studied their
energy spectrum as a function of molecular orientation. For
two C60 molecule we considered antiferro- and ferro-
orientations as shown in Fig. 5fcasessad and sbd, respec-
tivelyg.

The molecular starting orientation is such that one of its
twofold axis coincides with the twofold cubic axissi.e.,

f11̄0g axisd. The starting position is obtained from the stan-
dard orientation of the cubic phase33 through a rotation by
5p /4 about thez axis.28 Therefore, the starting position in
the orthorhombic phasediffers from the standard orientation
of C60 in the cubic crystal. We then rotate the molecules by

an anglef about the twofold axisscubicf11̄0g axisd which is
also the direction of polymerization. The results for the ferro-
rotations are shown in Fig. 6.

As one can see the ground state energy strongly depends
on the angle of rotation. The 90° superexchange complexes
for the 1−a1−2 and 1−a2−2 pathways give the same results
as is also obvious from symmetry. In general, different path-
ways lead to different results and sometimes competing in-
teractions.

One of our motivations for the study of superexchange
interaction was to understand the difference between
antiferro- and ferro-orientations of the polymer chains.14,17

The first is realized for KC60, the second for RbC60 sRef. 17d
and CsC60.

18 The important pathway then is 1−a1−2. In
Table I we have quoted part of the energy spectrum obtained

FIG. 5. Antiferro- and ferro-orientations of two fullerene molecules with
180° superexchange:sad w2=−w1, sbd w2=w1.

FIG. 6. The energy of the ground state as a function of rotation of two
fullerene molecules,w2=w1. Each plot corresponds to different superex-
change pathways as shown in Fig. 2.

TABLE I. Energy spectrum of antiferro-sw2=−w1=45°d and ferro-sw2=w1

=45°d orientations of two fullerene molecules. The 90° superexchange path-
way is 1−a1−2 or 1−a2−2, Et1u=−5 eV. The triple degeneracy corresponds
to spin componentsSz= ±1,0, thesingle toSz=0.

w2=−w1=45° w2=w1=45°

E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd

−10.361 89s3d 0 −10.362 19s3d 0
−10.361 68s1d 2.4 −10.362 00s1d 2.2
−10.335 22s1d 309.5 −10.334 22s3d 324.6
−10.334 99s3d 312.2 −10.334 08s1d 326.2
−10.297 07s3d 752.2 −10.297 46s1d 751.2
−10.297 05s1d 752.4 −10.297 11s3d 755.2

… … … …
−8.769 82s3d 18 475.2 −8.770 74s3d 18 468.0
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from the solution of the secular problem. From the lowest
energy levels we see that the ferrorotational orientation be-
tween two C60 molecules 1 and 2 around the alkali-metal
atoma1 is only by ,3.3 K lower in energy than the antifer-
rorotational orientation. Notice however that the alkali-metal
atoma1 is traversed by eight equivalent 90° superexchange
pathways which favor the ferrorotational structure. The fer-
rorotational interaction mediated by the excitedd states of
the alkali-metal atoma1 can be regarded as the product of
two electric quadrupole-quadrupole interactions of the alkali-
metal atom with the two surrounding C60 molecules 1 and
2.21 Our calculations are based on thet1u LUMO states of the
structurally undeformed C60 molecule. The corresponding
quadrupole moment has been calculated in Ref. 43. Recently,
it has been shown44 that the electric quadrupole moment of
the deformed C60

− monomer in the polymer chain is substan-
tially larger than for the undeformed molecular ion. Hence
we expect that in the real crystal the superexchange interac-
tion is larger than for the idealized complexsC60–A–C60d−.
In any case the superexchange effect is quite substantial.

The energy gain of the ground stateEgs−2Et1u is
,0.4 eV and the overall energy splitting is,1.5 eV.

In fact, the effect of superexchange here is inseparable
from the phenomenon of chemical bonding. In Table II we
have given the energy spectrum for a 180 superexchange
pathway.

B. Low temperature spin correlations of the polymer
phase of CsC 60

The important feature is the existence of low lying ex-
cited states. Depending on the orientations of two molecules
and the position of the alkali atom, the ground state is either
a triplet or a singlet. The triplet state is magnetic. Its contri-
bution to the magnetic susceptibility is of Curie type. In the
singlet state the contribution to the magnetic susceptibility is
temperature independentsvan Vleck paramagnetismd. If the
ground state is singletsnonmagneticd then the first excited
state is tripletsmagneticd and vice versa. The energy gap
between ground state and first excited state becomes crucial
at low temperatures. Both the ground state and the gap are
very sensitive to the molecular orientations and the alkali
position, as summarized in Table III.

From Table III we also notice that for a number of cases

s1−a1−2,1−a1−4,1−a1−18d the gap is extremely small. If
there is no energy difference between a singlet and triplet
states, the two electron spins are independent. This implies
that there are no spin correlations due to superexchange be-
tween two electrons on the fullerene molecules 1 and 2, or 1
and 4, or 1 and 18. Notice that all these cases are 90° super-
exchange pathways, and that 1 and 18 are intrachain neigh-
boring sites.

In the 180° interchain pathways 1−a2−3 and 1−a1−48
the gap is much larger. The first excited state for these cases
is a triplet, while the ground state is a singlet. Characteristic
temperatures areTs,20 K and,43 K. At high temperatures
sT.Tsd the triplet level is populated and contributes to the
susceptibility according to the Curie law. Upon cooling be-
low Ts, a spin gap becomes effective, imposing spin correla-
tions for electrons on fullerenes 1 and 3 or 1 and 48 located
on different polymer chains. It is tempting to relate these
theoretical results to NMR experiments45,46 in polymerized
CsC60 where a transition to a nonmagnetic spin singlet state
takes place atTs<13.8 K.

We conclude that the singlet ground state binds electron
spins on different chains through 180° superexchange. The
spins of electrons at 90° superexchange are almost free.
Therefore, we expect a correlated state of electron spins at
fullerene site sequences 48−1−3−. . . or 4−18−38−. . . and
so on, with weak or no correlations between those series.
Synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction experiments18 reveal
that a spontaneous strain appears along both the polymer
chain axis and the interchain orthorhombicf111g direction
below the spin singlet transition temperatureTs.

VI. CUBIC ORDERED CsC 60

By quenching CsC60 in the cubic plastic phasesFm3̄md
from T.350 K to liquid nitrogen temperature, a metastable
cubic ordered phase, also called quenched cubic phase, is

obtained,47 with space groupPa3̄. sNotice that the same
space group is realized in the orientationally ordered phase

belowTc<255 K in pristine C60.
33,48,49d ThePa3̄ structure is

simple cubic and it has four different sublatticesn1−n4,
which contain the sitess0,0,0d, a/2s0,1,1d, a/2s1,0,1d, and
a/2s1,1,0d, respectively. The sublattices differ by molecular
orientations. The molecular threefold axes lie along the four

main cube diagonals:f111g, f1̄1̄1g, f11̄1̄g, and f1̄11̄g for n1,
n2, n3, andn4, correspondingly. The molecules can be rotated
simultaneously by a setting anglef away from the standard

TABLE II. Energy spectrum of antiferro-sw2=−w1=45°d and ferro-sw2

=w1=45°d orientations of two fullerene molecules. The 180° superexchange
pathway is 1−a2−3, Et1u=−5 eV.

w2=−w1=45° w2=w1=45°

E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd

−10.289 40s3d 0 −10.286 86s1d 0
−10.287 95s1d 16.8 −10.283 15s3d 43.1
−10.206 12s1d 966.4 −10.208 49s3d 909.4
−10.205 80s3d 970.1 −10.207 63s1d 919.4
−10.204 93s1d 980.2 −10.205 72s3d 941.6

… … … …
−8.504 36s3d 20 714.5 −8.491 61s3d 20 833.0

TABLE III. Ground state and first excited states for different superexchange
pathways of the orthorhombic structure.F stands for ferro-sw2=w1=45°d
andA for antiferro-sw2=−w1=45°d orientations of two molecules.

Superexchange
pathway

C60–C60

orientation
Ground

state
First excited

state
Gap
sKd

1−a1−2 F Triplet Singlet 2.2
1−a1−2 A Triplet Singlet 2.4
1−a2−3 F Singlet Triplet 43.1
1−a1−4 F Triplet Singlet 0.5
1−a1−48 F Singlet Triplet 20.2
1−a1−18 F Singlet Triplet 0.5
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orientation in the following way: those which belong ton1

are rotated about thef111g cubic axis, the molecules which

belong ton2 about thef1̄1̄1g cubic axis, etc. In pristine C60

the crystal energy exhibits two minima as a function of the
setting anglef: a primary minimum atf1=98° and a sec-
ondary one atf2=38°.33,50 The quenched cubic phase of
CsC60 arose special interest51,52because it is metallic47 with-
out formation of the polymer chains. We have solved the
superexchange problem for two neighboring C60 molecules

in the Pa3̄ phase of CsC60. In Fig. 7 we show the energy as
a function of the setting anglef for various pathways. The
starting position of the molecule before rotation byf is now
the standard orientation.33

The pathway 1−a1−2, referring to the energy plot in
Fig. 7 connects two fullerene molecules belonging to the
sublatticesn1 and n2. The same plot is obtained for two
molecules belonging to other sublattices:n1 and n3, andn1

andn4, as anticipated from the symmetry.
The calculated energy spectra for the 1−a1−2 and 1

−a2−3 superexchange pathways are quoted in Tables IV and
V. The superexchange binding energy is,0.3 eV and the
total span of energy levels is,1.5 eV.

The 90° superexchange which connects two fullerene
molecules belonging to different sublattices, for examplen1

andn2 s1−a1−2 or 1−a2−2d, leads to a triplet ground state.
The first excited states is singlet which lies very close to the

triplet, Fig. 7 and Table IV. As a result the electron spins of
fullerenes 1 and 2 are almost independent at temperatures
T.1 K.

However, the electron spin correlation are enabled by the
180° superexchanges1−a2−3d which connects two C60 mol-
ecules belonging to the same sublatticeni si =1−4d. The
characteristic temperature here isTs,22 or 39K, Table V.
At temperaturesT.Ts spins are uncorrelated. The thermal
occupation of the triplet state gives a Curie contribution to
the magnetic susceptibility. At low temperaturesT,Ts the
spin gap sets in which accounts for the singlet ground state
and a decrease of the magnetic susceptibility.13C NMR spin
lattice relaxation experiments in quenched CsC60 show for
T,50 K the partial opening of a spin gap51,52 which indi-
cates a deviation from metallic behavior.133Cs NMR
spectra51,52 indicate the existence of localized spin
singlets. While in Ref. 52 it is suggested that the spin
singlets are localized on the C60 balls si.e., C60

2−d, we rather
suggest that the spin singlets are localized on the
sC60–A–C60d– complexes as a consequence of superex-
change. The latter mechanism avoids the need to overcome
the strong onsite Coulomb repulsion. We notice that each Cs

site in thePa3̄ structure is traversed by three possible 180°
superexchange pathways and hence a random distribution of
singlet carryingsC60–A–C60d– complexes in the CsC60 crys-
tal becomes possible.

FIG. 7. Lower panel: Superexchange energy of the ground statestripletd as
a function of simultaneous rotation by an anglef of two fullerene molecules
in the cubic ordered phase. The pathway is 1−a1−2 or 1−a2−2, Fig. 2. The
two C60 molecules belong to two different sublattices. Upper panel: Energy
gap between the ground statestripletd and the first excited statessingletd.

TABLE IV. Energy spectrum for the 90° superexchange pathway 1−a1−2
or 1−a2−2. The setting anglesf1 and f2 correspond to two competing
minima of the C60 ordered phase.

f1=38° f2=98°

E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd

−10.395 91s3d 0 −10.283 49s3d 0
−10.395 84s1d 0.8 −10.283 32s1d 1.97
−10.287 40s1d 1259.2 −10.238 04s1d 527.4
−10.287 31s3d 1260.2 −10.237 98s3d 528.1
−10.286 33s3d 1271.6 −10.237 18s3d 537.4
−10.286 18s1d 1273.4 −10.237 04s1d 539.0

… … … …
−8.779 72s1d 18 755.1 −8.789 57s1d 17 336.2

TABLE V. Energy spectrum for the 180° superexchange pathway 1−a2−3.
The ground state is singlet, the first excited state is triplet. The anglesf1 and
f2 correspond to two competing minima of the C60 ordered phase.

f1=38° f2=98°

E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd E seVd sdegd E−Egs sKd

−10.25 009s1d 0 −10.173 45s1d 0
−10.24 673s3d 39.0 −10.171 51s3d 22.5
−10.18 075s3d 804.7 −10.149 61s1d 276.7
−10.18 052s1d 807.3 −10.148 88s3d 285.1
−10.17 895s3d 825.5 −10.147 92s3d 296.3
−10.17 688s1d 849.6 −10.145 47s1d 324.7

… … … …
−8.57 906s3d 193 914.7 −8.695 03s3d 17 156.3
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From our theoretical study of the low temperature cubic
phase of CsC60 emerges the picture of a singlet ground state
for any pair of C60 molecules belonging to the same sublat-
tice and no spin correlations between C60 molecules from
different sublattices. Anomalies may be present atT,1 K
because of correlations between electron spins from different
sublattices.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a systematic configuration interaction
study of the superexchange mechanism in asC60–A–C60d–

complex whereA is an alkali-metal atomsiond. We have
investigated the resonance energy problem27 with two va-
lence electrons as a function of the positions of theA atom
and the C60 moleculesssuperexchange bond geometryd and
as a function of molecular orientations. The method is appro-
priate to investigate superexchange in various phases of the
AC60 compounds: high temperature plastic phase with orien-

tational disordersspace groupFm3̄md, polymer phases for
T,350 K with space groupPmnn in KC60 and I2/m in

RbC60, CsC60, quenched cubic phase with space groupPa3̄
in CsC60. By solving the secular equation we obtain the en-
ergy spectrum and the corresponding wave functions. We
then find sSec. IVd that due to superexchange the charge
transfer between the alkali-metal atoms and C60 molecules is
not complete. There is a significant weight for excited elec-
tronic s andd states on the alkali-metal atom. In particular,
the probability of finding one electron on C60 and the other in
the d state of the neighboring Cs is 0.224. This effect is
larger for Cs and Rb than for K. The relatively large value
s0.089d of the probability of finding one electron on C60 and
the other in thes state of the alkali is not at variance with
NMR Knight shift results on87Rb and133Cs in AC60. We
have derived a theoretical expression for the Knight shift,
taking into account the overlap between electronics wave
functions centered at alkali-metal atom andt1u wave func-
tions centered on the C60 molecule. The small value of the
experimental Knight shift is compatible with our theoretical
results of rather incomplete charge transfer.

The theory provides an information on electron spin cor-
relations. BelowT<20 K, we find the opening of a spin gap
in polymerized CsC60 sSec. Vd where the singlet ground state
binds electron spins on different chains through 180° super-
exchange. We relate these results to NMR experiments45,46in
polymerized CsC60. We have applied the theory to the

quenchedPa3̄ phase of CsC60. We find that atT below 20 K
a spin gap sets in which accounts for the singlet ground state.
Spin correlations occur due to 180° superexchange between
neighboring C60 molecules on a same simple cubic sublattice

of the Pa3̄ structure. There are no spin correlations between
different sublattices. Experimental evidence for localized
spin singlets has been given by NMR experiments.51,52

The present method allows to calculate superexchange
spin correlations and chemical bonding. It combines the con-
figuration interactionsCId approach with the valence bond27

sVBd treatment. In fact, that the CI is an essential part of
superexchange was realized by Keffer and Oguchi.53 Super-
exchange cannot be described in the framework of electron

band structure calculation. The second ingredient of the
present theory, VB treatment, is generically a many electron
approximation54 involving many electron determinants. The
VB method yields automatically the desired atomic electron
term splittings, which is not the case for the molecular orbital
method. The combination of the VB treatment with the CI
approach allows us to construct and to solve the secular
equation from first principles rather than to use perturbation
theory. In the present paper we deal with two valence elec-
trons, but the treatment can be easily generalized for a larger
number of electrons. Then one has to take into account the
Coulomb multipole interactions on the same site which gives
rise to atomic electron term structure and Hund rules.

While the present work has been motivated by our inter-
est in the alkali-metal fulleridesA1C60, our approach to the
problem of superexchange is suitable for application to other
materials. As example we mentiond and f elements,55 i.e.,
transition metals and lanthanides or actinides, respectively.
Our method should be useful for the description of strongly
correlated electrons in other alkali fullerides10 such asA3C60

and in highTc superconductors.3,5,56
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APPENDIX A: EXPANSION OF A COORDINATE WAVE
FUNCTION AT ANOTHER SITE

We consider an electron wave function,

cOsrWd = RlsrdYl
tsVd, sA1d

at a site one centered at pointO. Here the indext stands for
0, sm,cd, or sm,sd of real spherical harmonics,32

Yl
m,csQ,fd = Csl,mdPl

mscosQdcosmf, sA2ad

Yl
m,ssQ,fd = Csl,mdPl

mscosQdsinmf, sA2bd

wherePl
m is the associated Legendre function, and

Csl,md =Îs2l + 1dsl − umud!
2psl + umud!

if mÞ 0, sA3ad

Csl,0d =Îs2l + 1d
4p

if m= 0. sA3bd

We write for expansion of this function in terms of

spherical harmonicsYl8
t8sV8d given at a site two and centered

at a different pointO8, see Fig. 8,

cO8srW8d = o
l8,t8

Rl,l8
t8 sr8dYl8

t8sV8d. sA4d

The radial dependenceRl,l8
t8 sr8d can be written as
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Rl,l8
t8 sr8d =E

0

2p

df8E
0

p

sinQ8 dQ8 cOsrWdYl8
t8sQ8,f8d,

sA5d

whererW is an implicit function ofsQ8 ,f8d, Fig. 8. It is con-
venient to considerr as a variable, whileQ andQ8 as func-
tions of r,

cosuQur =
r82 − r2 − a2

2ar
, cosuQ8ur =

r82 − r2 + a2

2ar8
. sA6d

We notice thatr changes from maxsa−r8 ,r8−ad till a+r8 sa
is the distance betweenO andO8, Fig. 8d while Q8 is chang-
ing from 0 till p. Substituting in Eq.sA5d Eq. sA1d for cOsrWd
and Eqs.sA2ad and sA2bd for the spherical harmonics, we
arrive at

Rl,l8
m8sr8d = dm,m8

Nsl,l8,md
ar8

3 E
rmin

rmax

Pl
mscosuQurdPl8

mscosuQ8urdRlsrdr dr .

sA7ad

Here rmin=maxsa−r8 ,r8−ad and rmax=a+r8, and

Nsl,l8,md = kpCsl,mdCsl8,md, sA7bd

wherek=1 if mÞ0, andk=2 if m=0. Notice that the azi-
muthal integration ensures thatt8=t and the radial depen-
denceRl8

msr8d, Eq. sA7ad, is exactly the same fort8=sm,cd
andsm,sd, provided thatRlsrd in Eq. sA1d stays the same for
t=sm,cd andsm,sd, which is usually the case. In the present
work the integration in Eq.sA7ad has been performed nu-
merically.

We start with the coordinate wave function of thes state
at the siteO:

cA,ssrWd = RssrdY0
0, sA8d

whereY0
0=1/Î4p. The expansion of the state at the siteO8

sfirst fullerene site, Fig. 1d reads as

cA,ssrW8d = o
l=0

Lmax

Rs,lsr8dYl
0sV8d, sA9d

where the spherical harmonicsYl
0 and the radial functionRs,l

are written now for the radius vectorrW8 of the fullerene site
O8. In principle, the sum in Eq.sA9d runs over all values of

l ù0, in practice we limit it byLmax=6. Analogously we treat
the d states of the alkali atom. We start with the coordinate
function

cA,d,tsrWd = RdsrdYl=2
t sA10d

at the siteO, which becomes

cA,d,tsrW8d = o
l=m

Lmax

Rd,l
m sr8dYl

tsV8d sA11d

at the fullerene siteO8. Heret=0, sm,cd or sm,sd.
The procedure outlined in Eqs.sA8d–sA11d can be for-

malized in the following way. The state of the alkali atom is
described by indexia=ska,szd, Sec. III A, which include the
spin fusszdg and orbital partfka=1 for the s state or ka

=2–6 ford states;t=0, sm,cd andsm,sd, m=1,2g. Expand-
ing the orbital part ofia at the fullerene siteO8, we introduce
the statesia,p, which in the following we call projected states.
They have the same spin componentfusszdg as the initial
alkali stateia, while the indexp refers to different spherical
harmonics on the right hand side of Eqs.sA9d and sA11d.
The corresponding radial functions are labeled asRia,psr8d.
Thus, formally we can write

krWuialO = o
p

Ria,psr8dkn̂8uia,plO8. sA12d

The same expansion can be introduced for thet1u mo-
lecular orbitals. However, since for a general rotationRsvd
of the C60 molecule, the orbital functionsck8=Rsvdck are
expressed as linear combinations of all spherical harmonics
Yl=5

t , it is convenient to consider first all 11 orbital basis
statessh statesd

krWuitl = RtsrdYl=5
t sVd, sA13d

wheret=0, sm,cd, and sm,sd with m=1−5. Theseh states
taken at a siteO can be also expanded in terms of projected
statessip

td at a siteO8,

krWuitlO = o
p

Rit,psr8dkn̂8uip
tlO8. sA14d

The t1u molecular orbitals are restored if we take the linear
combinations ofh states as in Eqs.s2.1ad, s2.1bd, ands2.1cd.

APPENDIX B: SINGLE-ELECTRON OPERATORS

The effective potential of the alkali atom is defined as

Uasrd = −
Z

r
+ VCsrd + Vxcsrd. sB1d

Here Z is the nuclear chargesin ed, VC is the Coulomb po-
tential of the core electrons, andVxc is the exchange-
correlation part of the core electrons calculated in the local
density approximationsLDA d.

For the fullerene molecule as a core we consider all oc-
cupied states except the valencet1u level s360 electronsd. To
describe their electron density we employ the expansion
tabulated by Savinet al.57 In this work we have used only
the spherical symmetric component58 r0srd quoted in Table
III of Ref. 57. Starting withr0srd, we have constructed the

FIG. 8. The connection betweenr, r8, Q, Q8, and a. O and O8 are the
centers of expansion.
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effective potentialUC60srd comprising the potential of 60
carbon nuclei and the potential of the core electrons as in Eq.
sB1d. In the following we discuss the matrix elements which
involve the effective potentialsUa andUC60.

If an electron stays at the fullerene site, i.e., we consider
one-electron transitionia→ ja, then the attraction to the ef-
fective potentialUasrd is found as

kiauUasrWdu jal = dsia, jad E drr2Ria
srdUasrdRia

srd. sB2d

To describe an electron transferred to the fullerene site we
first introduce auxiliary 11h statesu jtl, Eq. sA13d. We ex-
pand jt in terms of spherical harmonics at the alkali site and
use notationsj p

t for these states, Appendix A. The attraction
to the alkali site then is found as

kiauUasrWdu jtl =E dr r2Ria
srdUasrdR jt,psrd. sB3d

Notice that in the latter expression there is no summation on
p, becauseonly one state of the same angular symmetryasia
gives the contribution. This is a consequence of the fact that
Uasrd has the spherical symmetry.

Analogously, we can find the attraction to the C60 mol-
ecule, i.e., the matrix elements ofki tuUC60srWdu j tl and
ki tuUC60srWdu jal. The total attraction for a transferred electron
is given by

ki tuUattrsrWdu jal = ki tuUasrWdu jal + ki tuUC60srWdu jal. sB4d

If an electron remains at the same site, we obtain

ki tuUattrsrWdu j tl = ki tuUasrWdu j tl + ki tuUC60srWdu j tl, sB5ad

kiauUattrsrWdu jal = kiauUasrWdu jal + kiauUC60srWdu jal. sB5bd

We now calculatekiauUC60srWdu jal andki tuUasrWdu j tl. We expand
the statesia and ja, in terms ofia,p and ja,p of the fullerene
site, and obtain

kiauUC60srdu jal = o
p
E dr r2Ria,psrdUC60srdR ja,psrd.

sB6d

Only one indexp occurs because of the spherical symmetry
of UC60srd. Analogously, one findski tuUasrdu j tl.

From Eqs.sB2d and sB3d one can deduce the overlap
matrix elements. For this we formally putUa=1 in Eqs.sB2d
and sB3d. Then from Eq.sB3d we find

ssia, jtd = kiau jtl =E dr r2Ria
srdR jt,psrd. sB7d

To obtain the matrix elements of the kinetic energy we
notice that only states with the same angular dependenceYl

t

give nonzero elements, which can further be found as

K12 =
1

2
E dR1srd

dr

dR2srd
dr

r2dr +
1

2
lsl + 1d E R1srdR2srddr.

sB8d

HereR1 andR2 refer to the radial parts of the corresponding
wave functions.

Finally, the repulsion energyVcc between the core alkali
site and the core fullerene site is calculated as follows. We
expand the potentialUC60srd in terms of spherical harmonics
on another site which is the alkali site as described in Ap-
pendix A. We need only the spherically symmetric compo-
nent Up0

C60srd. Then the energy of the alkali nucleus in the
potentialUC60 is

U1 = − Up0
C60sr = 0dZ. sB9ad

The energy of the alkali core electrons inUC60 is

U2 =E dr r2r0
asrdUp0

C60srd, sB9bd

wherer0
asrd is the density of the alkali core electrons. The

total repulsion energy isUrep=U1+U2, and the matrix ele-
ments are given by

kI uUrepuJl = UrepkI uJl. sB10d
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